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GRAMMAR 

-Modal verb review  

-Gerunds and infinitives 

-Past simple, 

continuous and perfect 

-Contrasting structures 

-Past perfect 

continuous 

-Narrative tenses  

-Present perfect simple 

and continuous 

-Relative clauses  

READING 

-Use it or lose it!  

-Why does music makes 

us feel so good?  

-What a choice! 

-The big river man  

-A decade of change  

-So near, but so far  

 

 

 

  

SPEAKING 
 

-Succeeding in an interview 

Showing polite interest 

Keeping a conversation going  

Expressing agreement 

Pronunciation: should, must & ought  
-Discussing an extreme proposition  

Being strongly in favour of something 

Being strongly against something  

Expressing disappointment 

Pron. /ʌ/ (u as in jungle)  

-Making a decision  

Talking about positive factors 

Expressing doubt  

Inviting the opinions of other people  

Pron. Stress on suffixes  

REFERENCE 

Achievers B2 Student’s 

Book pages… 

Unit 1: 8-14  

Unit 2: 18-24  

Unit 3: 28-34 

 

 

Reader Explorer: 

According to the 

teacher’s instructions. 

 

Moodle: Follow 

teacher’s instructions. 

 

 

                                                                                

 

Vocabulary 

Unit 1 

Using the brain: deadline, effective, 

exam, fail, information, long-term, 

material, memory, pass, process, 

recycle, short-term, strategy, test  

Adjectives from verbs: -ing, -ed: 

bored, boring, confused, confusing, 

disturbed, disturbing, inspired, 

inspiring, irritated, irritating, moved, 

moving, relaxed, relaxing, uplifted, 

uplifting 

Expressing with make and do 

Verb zone: get by, go over, look up, 

take in, think through 

Face to face: absolutely, enough to 

get by, that’s all very well but  

Unit 2 

Travel & adventure: boredom, challenge, 

collision, dehydration, desert, dilemma, 

equipment, exhaustion, experience, 

exposure, flooding, frostbite, glacier, goal, 

isolation, journey, jungle, navigation, 

ocean, protection, setback, storm, 

sunburn, voyage  

Common abstract nouns and related 

words: big, cold, deep, dry, fast, hard, hot, 

loud, see, smell, strong, taste, touch, 

weigh, wide, young 

Expression that mean ‘alone’: on my /your 

own, by myself/ yourself, lone, solo 

Verb zone: cope with, give up, keep up, 

set out, take on  

Face to face: bound to, I bet, it doesn’t 

bear thinking about  

Unit 3  

Countries and politics: border, citizen, democracy, 

demonstration, economist, election, government, 

independence, kingdom, leader, monarchy, 

parliament, party, president, prime minister, 

refugee, regime, republic, revolution, riot, state  

People words: architect, book writer, border guard, 

competitor, consultant, employee, employer, 

European, German, lawyer, musician, pianist, 

resident, sculptor, student, survivor, trainee, trainer, 

winner, villager 

Expressions with trouble: be in trouble, cause 

trouble, get into trouble, have trouble doing, have 

trouble with, the trouble with… is…  

Verb zone: break away, break out, break up, get 

through, go on 

Face to face: I should have guessed!, I suppose so, 

What on earth 

 


